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Major concrete repair extends Crystal River-3 outage to 2014. NRC approves license renewal for Prairie Island, Salem-1 and -2. Renaissance Watch: An update on developments that may lead to new power reactors. Poll shows that residents living near nuclear plants continue to favor nuclear power. Major licensing documents for Watts Bar-2 are delayed again. Eight contentions admitted in early site permit hearing for Victoria County, Texas, site. NRC regulatory information summary advises close reading of GALL report revision. Power uprate applications processed for St. Lucie-2, Harris. Target date for Calvert Cliffs-3 final safety evaluation report delayed six months; other licensing developments.
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IAEA Ministerial Conference on Nuclear Safety: Director general to set out post–Fukushima Daiichi action plan. Two key reports on Fukushima Daiichi accident presented at ministerial conference.
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Appeals court rejects lawsuit to stop DOE from ending Yucca Mountain Project, but leaves door open. Two former defense reactors at Savannah River Site are sealed up. Xcel Energy, federal government settle used fuel lawsuits.
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NRC seeks advance notice from potential applicants for molybdenum-99 facility licenses. Application for special nuclear material license open to hearing.
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Interior secretary withdraws 1 million acres of federal land near Grand Canyon from new uranium mining claims. Application for uranium recovery project in Wyoming available online.
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ITER may be facing new delays. Neutrino oscillations observed in Japan and United States. “R&D 100” awards go to Idaho and Los Alamos national labs for nuclear projects.
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Universities, national labs to collaborate on nuclear security. Report recommends ways to improve K-12 STEM education. Small leak detected at North Carolina State research reactor; repairs contracted.
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